
Judge Orders JPMorgan To Produce Dimon Documents In Epstein Case

Description

USA: The judge in the US Virgin Islands / Epstein accuser litigation against JPMorgan has ruled 
that the bank must produce documents related to CEO Jamie Dimon, ruling against the bank’s 
argument that Dimon isn’t relevant to the case because “He was not involved in any decisions 
regarding Epstein’s account…”

Breaking:

JPMorgan must produce documents related to CEO Jamie Dimon in the Virgin Islands /
Epstein litigation, a federal judge rules.

Background, @LawCrimeNews https://t.co/pKKLCjboVh pic.twitter.com/OUC87sbI0j

— Adam Klasfeld (@KlasfeldReports) March 9, 2023

As Bloomberg reports, the bank filed a third-party complaint on Wednesday afternoon against Staley in
Manhattan federal court. According to the filing, Staley should be held liable if allegations about his
relationship with Epstein are found to be true.

The filing comes weeks after the US Virgin Islands revealed bombshell emails between Staley and
Epstein from 2010 referencing Disney princesses, presumably in the context of girls procured for
sexual activities.
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address to subscribe to GGI and receive notifications of new posts by email.”]

“That was fun,” Staley allegedly wrote to Epstein. “Say hi to Snow White.”

To which Epstein replied: “[W]hat character would you like next?”

“Beauty and the Beast.”

Epstein also emailed Staley photos of young women in seductive poses, the filing continues.
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